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Thomas Danielsson & August Bergh

Abstract

In order to track the growth of genetically modified plants, a research
team at SLU are utilizing time-lapse photography. This is done by
taking one picture an hour of a Petri dish containing samples. After
several days of taking photos one can clearly see the sped up root
growth of the samples.

Before this project this was done using a rotating cube with one Petri
dish on all of four sides together with two cameras, one night vision.
Using this, the research team could track four experiments at the same
time.

The aim of this project is to construct a mechanical solution, able to
support more than 10 experiments. The solution will be made open
source, which will be available to whomever wants it and should not
require extensive technical knowledge for implementation.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

A research team at biocenter, SLU, are focusing on molecular mechanisms
underpinning development of plants. In order to do this, they need to track
the growth of plants. This is done by taking photos of Petri dishes several
times a day for a couple of weeks. The Petri dishes, which contain the plants,
are stored in a growth cabinet where light and temperature can be controlled.
They only have one camera and several Petri dishes, so in order to take photos
of each Petri dish several times a day without disturbing the environment
(opening the cabinet and moving the dishes by hand) an automated solution
is needed, for example a robotic arm.

1.2 Purpose of the project

The project could be divided into two parts, one is to fix the current imaging
stage and the other part is to create a new, more ubiquitous solution. At
the start of this project the research team at SLU have built a robot that
revolves a plate holder with four Petri dishes. The setup can be seen in figure
1. The plate holder revolves by using a stepper motor controlled by the same
Rapsberry Pi compute module 3 that also controls the camera. The camera
module consists of one daycam and one nightcam with IR-LEDs. This setup
have some issues, mainly with some error messages when running the code
but also with drift of the stepper motor. This later problem isn’t notable after
just a few revolutions but after a few days of runtime the Petri dishes aren’t
centered to the camera any longer. The imaging stage could also be improved
by changing the positions of the IR-LEDs to produce more consistent and
glare-free images as well as implementing a constant rotation to produce
more even lightning conditions on the Petri dishes.
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Figure 1: The current setup of PetriPi

1.3 Project specifications

1.4 Work distribution and planning

Two different design ideas existed for the second part of the project where a
new solution were to be implemented. The first design would be an actual
robotic arm that would pick up the Petri dishes from a holder and place
them in front of the camera (plan A). This would require a couple of pos-
sibly difficult algorithms and calibrations but if it would work it would also
be easily expandable with more Petri dishes. The Petri dishes need to be
exposed to the same amount of light and therefore the dishes needs to be
moved around. The second idea is a bit simpler in design, it would consist
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of a Ferris wheel type of belt vertically in the growth cabinet (plan B). The
imaging stage would be placed in the bottom of the growth cabinet and the
Petri dishes would revolve on a belt until they are in front of the camera.
This design needs less calibration since the plates are fixed in the holder as
well as being able to handle round Petri dishes. Plan A were chosen as pri-
mary objective and if that designed showed to be too difficult plan B would
be started instead.

1.5 Grading criteria

Grade 3: Make the imaging cube fully functioning. That is, cube can rotate
smoothly and identifies a ”zero” position using some sort of sensor. It stops
to take a picture on all sides. The IR light is lit when imaging, otherwise
turned off. Code is integrated with present code, and commented. The whole
structure can easily be moved from the cabinet (no permanent mounting).
The project is clearly documented and any source code and electronics de-
signs are released under a liberal license compatible with the current source
code (preferably BSD/MIT or similar license). Electronics are documented
using clear diagrams that allow reproducibility.

Grade 4: Develop a mechanical solution that can move plates from the growth
stage to the imaging stage and has a capacity of 10 plates or more. The mech-
anism may require manual intervention for setting up and operating. Certain
usability trade-offs are allowed for this grade, such as only allowing a certain
fixed number of plates or requiring extensive manual calibration. An accept-
able rate of usable photos during a 1 day experiment is 50%.

Grade 5: The mechanism is integrated with the current software and hard-
ware setup. The mechanism requires ”minimal” intervention for operation
and use, i.e. it could be set up by a non-expert. The mechanism should
not be overly sensitive to simple errors; usability is taken into account in the
design of the mechanism. The design clearly considers the ”open source sci-
ence hardware” concept for allowing others to easily implementing and using
the setup. An acceptable rate of usable photos during a 2 day experiment is
90%.
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2 Theory

2.1 Robotic arm movement

There are a few methods for translating the coordinates for the gripper to
servo angles. This is often done by calculation the transformation matrix
when there are many degrees of freedom. Since the gripper is always parallell
with the y axis the calculations could be done at the end of arm 2 since this
point is at (x, y − lengthofgripper). With 2 degrees of freedom this could
instead be done with trigonometric functions. Figure 2 shows the complete
arm where v1 refers to servo 1, v2 to servo 2 and v3 to servo 3. Figure 2 is
simplified to figure 4 after stating that the gripper is parallell to x axis.

x

y

Arm1

Arm2

Arm3(Gripper length)

Gripping point at (x, y)
v1

v2

v3

Figure 2: Plot of robotic arm
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x

y

l1

l2

dist
y + lengthofgripper

x

v11
v12

v2

Figure 3: Simplified model of robotic arm

y = y + lengthofgripper (1)

v12 = tan−1
(y
x

)
(2)

dist =
√

y2 + x2 (3)

Law of cosines
l22 = dist2 + l21 − 2 ∗ l1 ∗ dist ∗ cos(v11) (4)

v11 = cos−1

(
dist2 + l21 − l22

2 ∗ l1 ∗ dist

)
(5)

v1 = v11 + v12 (6)

v2 = cos−1

(
l21 + l22 − dist2

2 ∗ l1 ∗ l2

)
(7)
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x

y

v1

v2

v3

Figure 4: Model for calculating v3

Since the gripper should point straight down at all time the angle can be
easily calculated after knowing v1 and v2

v3 = 360 − 90 − v1 − v2 (8)

The most efficient movement between points is if the all the servos start
moving at the same time end reaches the end value at the same time. This
will make the power consumption equal during the entire movement. Moving
between points means that 4 servos need to change values. This would then
be done in a few steps:

• Calculate difference between current and endpoint for each servo as
∆ms1..4

• Find largest difference as ∆msmax

• Divide all ∆ms1..4 with ∆msmax as ∆msadjusted1..4

• Move each servo by ∆msadjusted1..4 until endpoint is reached
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3 Implementation

3.1 System overview

The final layout for the robotic arm solution was to have a small foot-print
robot in the middle of a tray surrounded by Petri dish holders on all sides
apart from one, where the photo stage would be. A camera would be mounted
on the base of the robot, facing the photo stage. The Petri dish holders would
fit together as puzzle pieces in order to guarantee the same distance between
plates even after disassembly. The main computer would be a Raspberry Pi
from which the robot and dual cameras were controlled.

Figure 5: Complete robot design together with petri dishes
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3.2 Hardware and components

3.2.1 Choosing hardware

It was decided early in the project that it would be easiest to have one com-
puter control everything, rather than have multiple computers communicat-
ing with each other. The SLU research team had, for the PetriPi project,
previously used a Raspberry Pi Compute Module 3 with the associated IO
board. Because of its high clock frequency and capacity for dual cameras it
was well suited for their intentions. However, it only has 2 PWM outputs,
and since the robot required 5 servo motors at least 3 more were needed, so it
was decided to add a PWM driver from Adafruit. For the base of the robot it
was thought best to have a stepper motor with a single stepper motor driver
for range, since most servo motors do not revolve 360 degrees. The stepper
motor would then be geared down for higher resolution. A 12 V adapter
together with a voltage regulator was used to power everything except for
the Raspberry Pi, which came with its own power supply.

3.3 Development tools

All code was either written on the Raspberry Pi using the text editor ”nano”
or using SSH to connect to the pi and using notepadd++. The 3D-models
were designed in SOLIDWORKS 2017 and printed using Creality Ender-3,
Creality CR10 and Original Prusa i3 MK3.

3.4 Implementation

3.4.1 Mechanical construction

One of the more important aspects of the robot in order to have high reli-
ability was accuracy, which, apart from of course resolution of the motors,
requires minimal gaps between moving parts. This was taken into consider-
ation when designing the robot. Because the 3D-printed parts swell a bit it
quickly became apparent that it would require some trial and error to find
the perfect measurement. With this in mind the arms, in particular, where
designed so that crucial fitting points could be printed separately so as to not
waste plastic on multiple, quite large prints. Below is exploded and collapsed
picture of the different parts:
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Figure 6: Collapsed view of the first arm
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Figure 7: Exploded view of the first arm
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Figure 8: Collapsed view of the second arm together with the servo holder
for the servo controlling the gripper
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Figure 9: Exploded view of the second arm together with the servo holder
for the servo controlling the gripper
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Figure 10: Collapsed view of the gripper
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Figure 11: Exploded view of gripper
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Figure 12: Collapsed view of the bearing
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Figure 13: Exploded view of bearing
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Figure 14: Collapsed view of the steppermotor housing together with bracket
for electronic
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Figure 15: Exploded view of steppermotor housing together with bracket for
electronic
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Figure 16: Collapsed view of petri dishes in holder with attachment for robot
base
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Figure 17: Exploded view of petri dishes in holder with attachment for robot
base

3.4.2 Programming

The code could be divided into two different segments, described below:

Programmer

The programmer is used to store the positions. Display output when running
the programmer is seen in figure 18. As can be seen the programmer have a
few functions, but the general usage is as follows:

• Press C until the position user want to program is chosen

• Use displayed buttons to move servos and stepper motor to desired
position

• Press M to save the position
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One of the main reasons why the positions are coded manually is because of
the goal of being open-source and able to be used in multiple different tasks.
If the robot is assembled differently or using different components the same
program could still be used since the positions doesn’t depend on calculations
based on hardware for example how the servo horn were mounted. The
calibration position 1 is used for the methods of moving between circular
coordinates described in the robot library section.

Figure 18: Interface of the programmer

Robot library

The robot library contains all the methods for the robot and it is here the
calculations from theory 2.1 is implemented. The following objects are im-
plemented:

• Position
The number(ID) of the position aswell as value for each servo and
stepper motor.

• PlatePosition
Platenumber and positionsnumber. Used for knowing which plate is in
which position.

The following methods are implemented:

• setStepper(M seq,i)
Setting output pins for the steppermotor driver in accordance to a
sequence list.
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• halfStep(steps,delay)
Keeping track of where in the stepper sequence the motor is and sending
the next sequence number to setStepper.

• startExperiment(PlateNumbers)
Starting the experiment by creating new PlatePostion objects, in the
beginning before movement Platenumberx = Positonsnumberx.

• gripperstate(state)
Closing or opening gripper depending on if a 0 or 1 is entered in state.

• findrandempty(numb)
Finding a random empty position, used for putting back plates after
photo is taken. The reason for taking a random position is to move the
plates around and allowing equal lighting conditions.

• updatePos(PlateNum,newpos)
Updating the list of where the plates are after movements. Which plate
that have been moved and to where are entered.

• takePlatePic(PlateNum)
Finding where PlateNum is located, picking it up and moving it to
camera stage. After picture is taken it randomize a empty postion by
the help of findrandempty. Moves it there and then calls on updatePos
to update the list of positions.

• loadall(filename)
Load a list from a file and returns it.

• addtolist(list,position)
Adding postion to list, if the position already exist it updates it to new
values.

• getch()
Method for reading input from keyboard, from [1].

• movepos(posnum1,posnum2)
Loads in the list of postions with the help of loadall, therefore even
after a power outage Moving from posnum1 to posnum2 according to
the method describer in section 2.1.
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• movexy(oldX,oldY,newX,newY)
Similar to movepos with the exception that it instead moves to a given
x,y position. This is done by calculation, with the help of the methods
below, of v1 and v2 from section 2.1. With this values it can calculate
the servo values since the 180°is known through calibration position 1.
This means that even thou the robot is assembled differently it will still
calculate the correct values for the specific position since it is based on
a calibration.

• finddegrees(x,y)
Help function for movexy, does the calculation according to section 2.1
to find the degrees v1 and v2.

• radtodegree(rad)
Converts radian to degree.

• convertMilli(degree)
Converts degree to ms which is the input for the servos.

• straightdown(v1,v2,calv3)
Calculates v3 according to the theory in 2.1.

• findangles(x,y)
Converts v1,v2 and v3 to the servo values that corresponds to position
x,y.

One important aspect of the robot is to make sure it handles power in-
terrupts or other failures. If the experiment runs for multiple days and the
power fails due to some reason the program need to be able to be restarted
and continue where it left off. This is done by saving current states to a file,
which it reads from everytime it will move a plate. Therefore the program
always have the updated positions of each plate. This adds extra complexity
since moving plates between two positions first requires to first read a file
of in which positions each plates are located and then read in a file of the
coordinate to the specific postion. The saving is used by the library pickle,
an example of this can be seen when the positions from the programmer is
saved in code segmen 1. First it creates a position-object, that adding it to
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the list of objects by using the method addtolist located in the robot library
and finally saving the whole list of objects to the file positionsTest.file.

Code 1: Saving with Pickle

if(char == "m"):

pos=Position(posnum,serv1_var,serv2_var,serv3_var,serv4_var,stepper_var)

PositionList=addtolist(PositionList,pos)

with open("positionsTest.file", "wb") as f:

for x in range(len(PositionList)):

pickle.dump(PositionList[x], f, pickle.HIGHEST_PROTOCOL)

print("\nPosition saved\n")

Initially the PetriPi-cube’s stepper motor was controlled using a motor hat
from Adafruit with the associated, open source library. For the sake of
simplicity and to avoid error messages this was substituted for a single stepper
motor driver for which the stepping code methods were written. The same
solution was later used for the robotic arm.
The PWM board had its necessary control pins connected to the GPIO pins
of the Raspberry Pi and the servo motors connected to the output pins on
the board. The PWM board itself was powered from the Raspberry Pi like
the stepper motor driver. A switching voltage regulator was used to step
down the voltage from the main 12 V power supply in order to power the
servo motors.

3.4.3 Alternative design

Pros and cons of different design were discussed in the initial phase of the
project and some other designes than the robotic arm were suggested. One of
those designs can be seen in figure 21. This would be a simpler variant with
only one stepper motor rotating a two belts. Between these belts a rod would
be attached which would hold the petri dish holders. The benefits of this
design would be simplicity of building, and programming it. The downsides
would be less space efficient since the plate need to be separated to be able
to rotate aswell as less adaptability to other areas. The robotic arm could
be used in different research areas where other things than petri dishes are
supposed to be moved while the design mentioned here can only operate for
petri dishes.
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Figure 19: Alternative design for robot
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Figure 20: Alternative design for cube
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Figure 21: Alternative design for cube
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4 Result and discussions

One of the earlier revelations about designing was the amount of time that
it would require, which we at the beginning of the project gravely underes-
timated. In the original project plan the idea was to be done with designing
during the 1-2 weeks long associated phase, which in reality became a con-
tinuous process spanning 5-6 weeks. Two major factors contributed to this
misjudgment; this was our first time using CAD for 3D-modelling, we were
clearly inexperienced in the area, and the fact that the plastic in 3D-printed
models swell, so things that fit in CAD does not necessarily fit in the real
world, which resulted in a lot of trial and error. In order to build a well
functioning robot arm all the mechanical parts need to have as small gaps
between them as possible. This makes 3D-printing the robot a lot more
difficult, especially since different 3D-printers print with different precision,
resulting in differently sized holes

Before the start of this project the stepper motor for the PetriPi cube drifted
over the course of a couple of days, resulting in the coming images to be at
an angle. This has been fixed with the hall sensor and magnet, and is no
longer an issue. With a transistor and some programming, the IR light only
switches on when a photo is taken, rather than being lit all the time. The
electronics have been documented with reproducibility by non-engineers in
mind.
One of the conditions in the grading criteria for grade 4 is at least a 50%
rate of usable photos during a 1 day experiment. For grade 5 the condition
is at least a 90% rate of usable photos during a 2 day experiment. The
test was conducted and was performed during 43 minutes with a rate of one
movement per minute. 100% of the movements where successful.
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Figure 22: Position data after mean removal

To test the robots accuracy and repeatability the robot was programmed to
move back and fourth between a resting position and a test position. With
each movement the position was interpreted manually, using a graph paper
with 1 mm squares as background. The minimum difference between points
was rounded off to millimeters. 40 points were recorded. The most significant
difference between two points was 5.99 mm. The standard deviation was
(1.14,0.69) for (x,y) respectively, and the mean error was 1.16 mm.
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Figure 23: The final version of the robot arm
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5 Conclusions

During this project we have learned to use SOLIDWORKS for 3D-modelling
from scratch, as well as using SSH and coding in python for the first time.
This project has also provided a very valuable, hands on experience with elec-
tronics and product development. Learning to 3D-model has been invaluable
for prototype development. SSH has been very practical for programming
devices on distance. Writing the code in python has been very practical
when integrating the code with the previous PetriPi-project, which was also
written in python. The accuracy of the arm turned out well within accept-
able limits. Since 5 out of 6 motors are servo motors, the robustness of the
robot arm is surprisingly good in the plane of the arm. The servo motors
will ”push” until they reach their target, unlike the stepper motor which will
lose steps when confronted with too much counter torque. This means that
the servo motors can handle smaller disturbances quite well. At the projects
current stage, the robot is able to pick up and place plates, although it re-
quires some manual intervention and could use some calibration. Our final
conclusion is that this was a successful prototype and that it is possible to,
from this prototype, build a fully functioning robot arm which can conduct
the experiment.

6 Future possible improvements

The robot have a few possible improvements in case another research group
follow up where we left off:

• Continue calibration and program more positions.

• Redesign some parts of the arm such that joints are properly aligned
and the gripper is in the same plane as the arm.

• Implement position feedback for the stepper motor, possibly with a
magnet and hall sensor.

• Improve instructions for building and setting up the robot.

• Find more use cases and test these.

• Explore different types of robots or improvements suggested to PetriPi.
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• Merge robot arm code with PetriPi to include the image saving to
server etc.

• Explore other improvements such as barcode scanning of petri dishes
or improvements suggested in section regarding the robotic arm.
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7 Appendix

Programmer

1 #!/usr/bin/env python3

2 from robotlib import *

3 import os.path,pickle

4

5 # Import the PCA9685 module.

6 import Adafruit_PCA9685

7

8 # Initialise the PCA9685 using the default address (0x40).

9 pwm = Adafruit_PCA9685.PCA9685()

10

11 # Set frequency to 60hz, good for servos.

12 pwm.set_pwm_freq(60)

13

14 ##Max and min value for servos to make sure they won't try to

go to invalid positions.↪→

15 ##If other servos are used or are assembled differently these

need to be changed.↪→

16 serv1max=570

17 serv1min=240

18 serv2max=580

19 serv2min=175

20 serv3max=580

21 serv3min=180

22 serv4max=570

23 serv4min=180

24 serv5max=570

25 serv5min=180

26 stepperMax=4000

27 stepperMin=0

28 servoStep=4 #step size for servo

29 stepperStep=8 #step size for stepper motor

30

31 # Infinite loop that will not end until the user presses the

32 # exit key
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33 print("Q and A moves servo1 \nW and S moves servo2 \nE and D

moves servo3 \nR and F moves servo4\nT and G moves stepper

motor \nX exits the program \nP prints out current position

\nM saves current position to memory \nZ clears all

positions from memory \nN prints out all saved positions

\nC skips to next position\n***Position 0 is

camera***\n***Position 1 is 180degree

calibration***\n***Position 2 is resting position***")

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

34 serv1_var=300

35 serv2_var=560

36 serv3_var=388

37 serv4_var=255

38 serv5_var=300

39 stepperPos=stepperMax/2

40 posnum=0

41

42

43 while True:

44

45 #Load in the list of positions

46 PositionList=[]

47 PositionList=list(loadall("positionsTest.file"))

48 char = getch()

49

50 #SERVO1

51 if(char == "q"):

52 if (serv1_var>serv1max):

53 print("Endpoint reached")

54 else:

55 serv1_var=serv1_var+servoStep

56 if(char == "a"):

57 if (serv1_var<serv1min):

58 print("Endpoint reached")

59 else:

60 serv1_var=serv1_var-servoStep

61

62 #SERVO2

63 if(char == "w"):
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64 if(serv2_var>serv2max):

65 print("Endpoint reached")

66 else:

67 serv2_var=serv2_var+servoStep

68 if(char == "s"):

69 if (serv2_var<serv2min):

70 print("Endpoint reached")

71 else:

72 serv2_var=serv2_var-servoStep

73

74 #SERVO 3

75 if(char == "d"):

76 if(serv3_var>serv3max):

77 print("Endpoint reached")

78 else:

79 serv3_var=serv3_var+servoStep

80 if(char == "e"):

81 if (serv3_var<serv3min):

82 print("Endpoint reached")

83 else:

84 serv3_var=serv3_var-servoStep

85

86

87 #SERVO4

88 if(char == "r"):

89 if (serv4_var>serv4max):

90 print("Endpoint reached")

91 else:

92 serv4_var=serv4_var+servoStep

93 if(char == "f"):

94 if (serv4_var<serv4min):

95 print("Endpoint reached")

96 else:

97 serv4_var=serv4_var-servoStep

98

99 #STEPPER MOTOR

100 if(char =="t"):

101 if(stepperPos>=stepperMax):
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102 print("Endpoint reached")

103 else:

104 halfStep(stepperStep,0.002,"CLOCKWISE")

105 stepperPos=stepperPos+stepperStep

106

107 if(char=="g"):

108 if(stepperPos<=stepperMin):

109 print("Endpoint reached")

110 else:

111 halfStep(stepperStep,0.002,"COUNTERCLOCKWISE")

112 stepperPos=stepperPos-stepperStep

113 #SERVO5

114 if(char == "y"):

115 gripperstate(1) #gripper open

116 elif(char == "h"):

117 gripperstate(0) #gripper closed

118

119

120 if(char == "m"):

121

pos=Position(posnum,serv1_var,serv2_var,serv3_var,serv4_var,stepperPos)↪→

122 PositionList=addtolist(PositionList,pos)

123 with open("positionsTest.file", "wb") as f:

124 for x in range(len(PositionList)):

125 pickle.dump(PositionList[x], f,

pickle.HIGHEST_PROTOCOL)↪→

126 print("\nPosition saved\n")

127

128 if(char=="v"):

129 posnum=posnum+1

130 print("Skipping to position",posnum)

131

132 if(char=="c"):

133 posnum=posnum-1

134 if(posnum<0):

135 print("Position number can not be negative!")

136 posnum=posnum+1

137 print("Skipping to position",posnum)
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138

139 if(char == "n"):

140 print(len(PositionList))

141 for x in range(len(PositionList)):

142 print(str(PositionList[x]))

143

144 if(char == "b"):

145

updateCurr(serv1_var,serv2_var,serv3_var,serv4_var,stepperPos)↪→

146 movepos(-1,posnum)

147

148 #Printing instructions on how to remove position file

149 if(char=="z"):

150 print("To clear memory, run command (sudo rm

positionsTest.file) in terminal")↪→

151 #CLEAR LIST

152 #CLEAR MEMORY

153

154 #Printing out current position

155 if(char == "p"):

156 print("Current servo positions, degrees are in relation

to closest arm")↪→

157 print("Servo1: ",serv1_var," degree ",

pwmtodegree(serv1_var,1),"\nServo2: ",serv2_var,"

degree ",pwmtodegree(serv2_var,2),"\nServo3:

",serv3_var," degree

",pwmtodegree(serv3_var,3),"\nServo4:

",serv4_var,"\nStepper motor: ",stepperPos)

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

158

159 #Quitting program and turning of servos and stepper.

160 if(char == "x"):

161 print("Program Ended")

162 for i in range(1,6): # Turn off servos and stepper

motor↪→

163 pwm.set_pwm(i,0,0)

164 gpio.output(stdbypin,0)

165 break

166
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167

168

169 # The keyboard character variable will be set to blank, ready

170 # to save the next key that is pressed

171 char = ""

172 pwm.set_pwm(1,0,serv1_var)

173 pwm.set_pwm(2,0,serv2_var)

174 pwm.set_pwm(3,0,serv3_var)

175 pwm.set_pwm(4,0,serv4_var)

Robot library

1 from __future__ import division

2 import sys, tty, termios, time,pickle, os.path, random, math

3 import RPi.GPIO as gpio

4

5 # Import the PCA9685 module.

6 import Adafruit_PCA9685

7

8 # Initialise the PCA9685 using the default address (0x40).

9 pwm = Adafruit_PCA9685.PCA9685()

10

11 # Set frequency to 60hz, good for servos.

12 pwm.set_pwm_freq(60)

13

14 ##Incase other pins are used these need to be changed.

15 PWMa=21

16 PWMb=27

17 coilpin_M11=23

18 coilpin_M12=22

19 coilpin_M21=25

20 coilpin_M22=26

21 stdbypin=24

22

23

24 seqNumb=0##Global variable containing where in the stepper

motor sequence it currently is↪→
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25 halfstep_seq=[(1,0,0,0),(1,0,1,0),(0,0,1,0),(0,1,1,0),(0,1,0,0),(0,1,0,1),(0,0,0,1),(1,0,0,1)]##Sequence

for halfstep↪→

26 gpio.setmode(gpio.BCM)

27 gpio.setwarnings(False)

28 gpio.setup(PWMa,gpio.OUT)

29 gpio.setup(PWMb,gpio.OUT)

30 gpio.setup(coilpin_M11,gpio.OUT)

31 gpio.setup(coilpin_M12,gpio.OUT)

32 gpio.setup(coilpin_M21,gpio.OUT)

33 gpio.setup(coilpin_M22,gpio.OUT)

34 gpio.setup(stdbypin,gpio.OUT)

35 gpio.output(stdbypin,True)#Turning off motor

36 gpio.output(PWMa,True)#Setting PWM to true since they are not

in use.↪→

37 gpio.output(PWMb,True)

38

39 TotPlateNum=1##Total number of plates used in current

experiment.↪→

40 MaxPlates=1##Max number of plates, i.e. positions.

41 LengthArm1=21.721 #Length between centerpoint of servo 1 and

2↪→

42 LengthArm2=13.283 #Length between centerpoint of servo 2 and

3↪→

43 LengthArm3=7.2 #Length between centerpoint of servo 3 and

the gripping point↪→

44

45 #Global varialbe where the servos and stepper are at the

moment↪→

46 serv1curr=None

47 serv2curr=None

48 serv3curr=None

49 serv4curr=None

50 stepperCurr=None

51

52 #Max and min of stepper and servo, need to be changed

dependent of servotype and assambly↪→

53 serv1max=570

54 serv1min=240
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55 serv2max=580

56 serv2min=175

57 serv3max=575

58 serv3min=180

59 serv4max=570

60 serv4min=180

61 serv5max=570

62 serv5min=180

63 steppermax=4000

64 steppermin=0

65

66 ##Setting the pins accoring to sequence.

67 def setStepper(M_seq,i):

68 gpio.output(coilpin_M11,M_seq[i][0])

69 gpio.output(coilpin_M12,M_seq[i][1])

70 gpio.output(coilpin_M21,M_seq[i][2])

71 gpio.output(coilpin_M22,M_seq[i][3])

72

73 ##Stepping through sequence of stepper

74 def halfStep(steps,delay,direction):

75 print("Number of stepper steps: ", steps)

76 if(steps!=0):

77 for i in range(0,steps):

78 global seqNumb

79 if(direction == "COUNTERCLOCKWISE"):

80 seqNumb=seqNumb+1

81 if(seqNumb>7):

82 seqNumb=0

83 time.sleep(delay)

84 elif(direction == "CLOCKWISE"):

85 seqNumb=seqNumb-1

86 if(seqNumb<0):

87 seqNumb=7

88 time.sleep(delay)

89 setStepper(halfstep_seq,seqNumb)

90 else:

91 pass

92
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93 ##Position class with number and all the corresponding

values.↪→

94 class Position:

95 def __init__(self,PosNum,serv1,serv2,serv3,serv4,stepper):

96 self.PosNum=PosNum

97 self.serv1=serv1

98 self.serv2=serv2

99 self.serv3=serv3

100 self.serv4=serv4

101 self.stepper=stepper

102

103 def __repr__(self):

104 return str(self)

105

106 def __str__(self):

107 return "Position number: %s,Servo1: %s, Servo2: %s,

Servo3: %s,Servo4: %s, Stepper: %s" % (self.PosNum,

self.serv1, self.serv2, self.serv3, self.serv4,

self.stepper)

↪→

↪→

↪→

108

109 ##Class to map plates to positions.

110 class PlatePosition:

111 def __init__(self,PlateNum,PosNum):

112 self.PlateNum=PlateNum

113 self.PosNum=PosNum

114

115 def __repr__(self):

116 return str(self)

117

118 def __str__(self):

119 return "Plate number: %s is at place %s" %

(self.PlateNum,self.PosNum)↪→

120

121 ##Inititating experiment by adding platenumber 1 to position

and so on↪→

122 def startExperiment(PlateNumbers):

123 global TotPlateNum

124 TotPlateNum=PlateNumbers
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125 PlateList=[]

126 for x in range(TotPlateNum):

127 addtoplatelist(PlateList,PlatePosition(x,x))

128 with open("PlatePosition.file","wb") as f:

129 for x in range(len(PositionList)):

130 pickle.dump(PlateList[x],f,pickle.HIGHEST_PROTOCOL)

131

132 ##Opening or closing the gripper

133 def gripperstate(state):

134 if(state==0):

135 pwm.set_pwm(5,0,190)

136 if(state==1):

137 pwm.set_pwm(5,0,270)

138

139 ##Finding an empty positions(where platenumber is 0)

140 def findrandempty(numb):

141 tempCounter=0

142 TempList=list(loadall("positionsTest.file"))

143 for x in range(len(TempList)):

144 if(TempList[x].PlateNum==0):

145 if(tempCounter==numb):

146 return TempList[x].PosNum

147 else:

148 tempCounter=tempCounter+1

149

150 ##Updating the current values with the input values

151 def

updateCurr(serv1_var,serv2_var,serv3_var,serv4_var,stepper):↪→

152 serv1curr=serv1_var

153 serv2curr=serv2_var

154 serv3curr=serv3_var

155 serv4curr=serv4_var

156 stepperCurr=stepper

157

158 ##Loading in the list mapping plates to position and updating

where a plate is.↪→

159 def updatePos(PlateNum,newpos):

160 TempList=list(loadall(PlatePosition.file))
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161 for x in range(len(TempList)):

162 if(TempList[x].PlateNum==PlateNum):

163 TempList[x].PlatePosition=newpos

164 break

165 with open("PlatePosition.file","wb") as f:

166 for x in range(len(TempList)):

167 pickle.dump(TempList[x],f,pickle.HIGHEST_PROTOCOL)

168

169

170

171

172 def takePlatePic(PlateNum):

173 print("Platenum: ", PlateNum)

174 time.sleep(2)

175 poslist=list(loadall("positionsTest.file"))

176 movepos(2,(PlateNum)) #Above platenum

177 time.sleep(1)

178 x,y=findxy(poslist[PlateNum].serv1,

poslist[PlateNum].serv2)↪→

179 time.sleep(1)

180 movexy(x,y,x,y-1) #Lower to platenum

181 time.sleep(1)

182 gripperstate(0) #Close gripper

183 time.sleep(1)

184 movexy(x,y,x,y+5)

185 time.sleep(1)

186 movepos(-1,0) #Above camera

187 time.sleep(1)

188 x,y=findxy(poslist[0].serv1, poslist[0].serv2)

189 time.sleep(1)

190 movexy(x,y,x,y-1) #Lower to camera

191 time.sleep(1)

192 gripperstate(1) #Release plate

193 time.sleep(1)

194 movexy(x,y-1,x,y)

195 time.sleep(1)

196 #############TAKE PIC!!###############

197 movexy(x,y,x,y-1)
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198 time.sleep(1)

199 gripperstate(0)

200 time.sleep(1)

201 movexy(x,y-1,x,y)

202 time.sleep(1)

203

newpos=findrandempty(random.randrange(MaxPlates-TotPlateNum+1))

# Find new random empty space, +1 because parameter

needs to be >0

↪→

↪→

↪→

204 movepos(-1,newpos)

205 time.sleep(1)

206 x,y=findxy(poslist[newpos].serv1, poslist[newpos].serv2)

207 movexy(x,y,x,y-1)

208 time.sleep(1)

209 gripperstate(1)

210 time.sleep(1)

211 movexy(x,y-1,x,y+2)

212 time.sleep(1)

213 movepos(-1,2)

214 updatePos(PlateNum,newpos)

215 currpos=2

216

217 ##Help function to load in saved list

218 def loadall(filename):

219 if(os.path.isfile(filename)):

220 with open(filename, "rb") as f:

221 while True:

222 try:

223 yield pickle.load(f)

224 except EOFError:

225 break

226

227

228 ##Adding a position to the list

229 def addtolist(list,position):

230 for x in range(len(list)):

231 if(list[x].PosNum==position.PosNum):
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232 print("Duplicate, change value of position

",position.PosNum)↪→

233 list[x].serv1=position.serv1

234 list[x].serv2=position.serv2

235 list[x].serv3=position.serv3

236 list[x].serv4=position.serv4

237 list[x].stepper=position.stepper

238 return list

239 list.append(position)

240 return list

241

242 ##Moving stepper to a position

243 def movestepper(stepvalue):

244 global stepperCurr

245 stepDiff = abs(round(stepvalue-stepperCurr))

246 if(stepperCurr<stepvalue):

247 print("StepDiff: ", stepDiff)

248 halfStep(stepDiff,0.005,"CLOCKWISE")

249 if(stepperCurr>stepvalue):

250 print("StepDiff: ", stepDiff)

251 halfStep(stepDiff,0.005,"COUNTERCLOCKWISE")

252 stepperCurr=stepvalue

253

254 ##Function for keyboard input, borrowed function, see

reference.↪→

255 def getch():

256 fd = sys.stdin.fileno()

257 old_settings = termios.tcgetattr(fd)

258 try:

259 tty.setraw(sys.stdin.fileno())

260 ch = sys.stdin.read(1)

261 finally:

262 termios.tcsetattr(fd, termios.TCSADRAIN, old_settings)

263 return ch

264

265 ##Function to check if values are withing limits

266 def checkangles(serv1,serv2,serv3,serv4): #If return false,

values are acceptable↪→
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267 global

serv1max,serv1min,serv2max,serv2min,serv3max,serv3min↪→

268 if(serv1>serv1max or serv1<serv1min):

269 print("Values out of bounds for servo 1")

270 return False

271 if(serv2>serv2max or serv2<serv2min):

272 print("Values out of bounds for servo 2")

273 return False

274 if(serv3>serv3max or serv3<serv3min):

275 print("Values out of bounds for servo 3")

276 return False

277 if(serv4>serv4max or serv4<serv4min):

278 print("Values out of bounds for servo 4")

279 return False

280 else:

281 return True

282

283 ##Moving between position

284 def movepos(posnum1,posnum2,stepper):

285 ####Moving between two positions, if posnum1<0 it uses

current value as pos1↪→

286 poslist=list(loadall("positionsTest.file"))

287 global serv1curr,serv2curr,serv3curr,serv4curr,stepperCurr

288 if(serv1curr==None):

289

serv1curr,serv2curr,serv3curr,serv4curr,stepperCurr=findvalues(1)↪→

290 difflist=[]

291 for x in range(len(poslist)):

292 if(poslist[x].PosNum==posnum1):

293 pos1=poslist[x]

294 if(poslist[x].PosNum==posnum2):

295 pos2=poslist[x]

296

297 if(posnum1<0):

298 for x in range(len(poslist)): # If pos2 exists,

update motor positions↪→

299 if(poslist[x].PosNum==posnum2):

300 pos2=poslist[x]
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301

pos1=Position(-1,serv1curr,serv2curr,serv3curr,serv4curr,stepperCurr)↪→

302 difflist.append(pos2.serv1-pos1.serv1)

303 difflist.append(pos2.serv2-pos1.serv2)

304 difflist.append(pos2.serv3-pos1.serv3)

305 difflist.append(pos2.serv4-pos1.serv4)

306 else:

307 for x in range(len(poslist)): # If pos2 exists,

update motor positions↪→

308 if(poslist[x].PosNum==posnum1):

309 pos1=poslist[x]

310 if(poslist[x].PosNum==posnum2):

311 pos2=poslist[x]

312 difflist.append(pos2.serv1-pos1.serv1)

313 difflist.append(pos2.serv2-pos1.serv2)

314 difflist.append(pos2.serv3-pos1.serv3)

315 difflist.append(pos2.serv4-pos1.serv4)

316 difflist.append(pos2.stepper-pos1.stepper)

317 serv1curr=pos1.serv1

318 serv2curr=pos1.serv2

319 serv3curr=pos1.serv3

320 serv4curr=pos1.serv4

321 stepperCurr=pos1.stepper

322 absdifflist=[abs(x) for x in difflist]

323 maxdiff=max(absdifflist)

324 maxdiff=round(maxdiff)

325 if(maxdiff!=0):

326 adjusteddifflist=[x / maxdiff for x in difflist]

327 if(stepper=="BEFORE"):

328 movestepper(pos2.stepper)

329 for x in range(maxdiff):

330 serv1curr=serv1curr+adjusteddifflist[0]

331 serv2curr=serv2curr+adjusteddifflist[1]

332 serv3curr=serv3curr+adjusteddifflist[2]

333 serv4curr=serv4curr+adjusteddifflist[3]

334 pwm.set_pwm(1,0,int(serv1curr))

335 pwm.set_pwm(2,0,int(serv2curr))

336 pwm.set_pwm(3,0,int(serv3curr))
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337 pwm.set_pwm(4,0,int(serv4curr))

338 if(stepper=="AFTER"):

339 movestepper(pos2.stepper)

340 time.sleep(0.01)

341

342 ##Moving between coordinates, if oldy and oldx is less than 1

current positions are used for x and y.↪→

343 def movexy(oldX,oldY,newX,newY):

344 global serv1curr,serv2curr,serv3curr,serv4curr,stepper

345 newV1,newV2,newV3=findangles(newX,newY)

346 if(checkangles(newV1,newV2,newV3,serv4curr)==False):

347 print("Unreachable position, breaking")

348 #break

349 if(oldX==0 and oldY==0): #If both oldX and oldY is 0, use

previous value↪→

350 serv1curr,serv2curr,serv3curr=findangles(oldX,oldY)

351 time.sleep(1) # Debugging

352 difflist=[]

353 difflist.append(newV1-serv1curr)

354 difflist.append(newV2-serv2curr)

355 difflist.append(newV3-serv3curr)

356 absdifflist=[abs(x) for x in difflist]

357 maxdiff=max(absdifflist)

358 maxdiff=round(maxdiff)

359 if(maxdiff!=0):

360 time.sleep(1)

361 adjusteddifflist=[x / maxdiff for x in difflist]

362 stepX=(newX-oldX)/maxdiff

363 stepY=(newY-oldY)/maxdiff

364 for x in range(maxdiff):

365 oldX=oldX+stepX

366 oldY=oldY+stepY

367 stepv1,stepv2,stepv3=findangles(oldX,oldY)

368 serv1curr=stepv1

369 serv2curr=stepv2

370 serv3curr=stepv3

371 pwm.set_pwm(1,0,int(serv1curr))

372 pwm.set_pwm(2,0,int(serv2curr))
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373 pwm.set_pwm(3,0,int(serv3curr))

374 time.sleep(0.01)

375

376 ##Calculationg the x,y coordinates by using the servo values.

377 def findxy(milli1,milli2):

378 v1=pwmtodegree(milli1,1) # degrees

379 v2=pwmtodegree(milli2,2) # degrees

380 print("v1: ",v1)

381 print("v2: ",v2)

382 v1 = degreetorad(v1) # radians

383 v2 = degreetorad(v2) # radians

384

x=LengthArm2*math.cos(v1+v2-math.pi)+LengthArm1*math.cos(v1)↪→

385

y=LengthArm2*math.sin(v1+v2-math.pi)+LengthArm1*math.sin(v1)-LengthArm3↪→

386 print(x,y)

387 return x,y

388

389 # Helper function for findangles

390 def finddegrees(x,y):

391 y=y+LengthArm3

392 dist=math.sqrt(x*x+y*y)

393 v12=math.atan2(y,x)

394

v11=math.acos((LengthArm1*LengthArm1+dist*dist-LengthArm2*LengthArm2)/(2*dist*LengthArm1))↪→

395 v1=v12+v11

396

v2=math.acos((LengthArm1*LengthArm1+LengthArm2*LengthArm2-dist*dist)/(2*LengthArm1*LengthArm2))↪→

397 v1=radtodegree(v1)

398 v2=radtodegree(v2)

399 return (v1,v2)

400

401 ##Converting radians to degree

402 def radtodegree(rad):

403 return (rad*180)/math.pi

404

405 ##Convert degree to radian

406 def degreetorad(degree):
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407 return (math.pi*degree)/180

408

409 ##Converting degree to value for servo 1 and 2

410 def convertMilli(degree):

411 milli=degree/0.4

412 return round(milli)

413

414 ##Converting degree to value for servo 3

415 def convertMilliv3(degree):

416 milli=degree/0.44

417 return round(milli)

418

419 ##Converting servo value to degree for servo 1 and 2

420 def convertDegree(milli):

421 degree=milli*0.4

422 return round(degree)

423

424 ##Converting servo value to degree for servo 3

425 def convertDegreev3(milli):

426 degree=milli*0.44

427 return round(degree)

428

429 ##Calculating value for servo 3 to keep it pointing straight

down↪→

430 def straightdown(v1,v2,calv3):

431 v3=270-v1-v2

432 v3diff=180-v3-3

433 angle=calv3-convertMilliv3(v3diff)

434 return angle

435

436 ##Find values of stepper motor and servo by entering desired

position↪→

437 def findvalues(PosNum):

438 TempList=list(loadall("positionsTest.file"))

439 for x in range(len(TempList)):

440 if(TempList[x].PosNum==PosNum):

441 return TempList[x].serv1,

TempList[x].serv2,TempList[x].serv3,TempList[x].serv4,TempList[x].stepper↪→
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442 print("Position doesn't exist")

443

444 # Returns the pwm signals corresponding to x and y values

445 def findangles(x,y):

446 calv1,calv2,calv3,calv4,calv5=findvalues(1) #Reading value

from calibrationpoint↪→

447 v1,v2=finddegrees(x,y)

448 v1diff=90-v1

449 v2diff=180-v2

450 angle1=calv1+convertMilli(v1diff)

451 angle2=calv2+convertMilli(v2diff)

452 angle3=straightdown(v1,v2,calv3)

453 return angle1,angle2,angle3

454

455 # Debugging function

456 # Returns the angle in normal orienation

457 # Input

458 # milli: pwm millisecond interval

459 # i: servo number, between 1 and 3

460 def pwmtodegree(milli,i):

461 calv1,calv2,calv3,calv4,calv6=findvalues(1) #

Calibration angle in pwm milliseconds, calv1

corresponds to 90 degrees

↪→

↪→

462 if(i==1):

463 theta=90-convertDegree(milli-calv1)

464 elif(i==2):

465 theta=180-convertDegree(milli-calv2)

466 elif(i==3):

467 theta=180-convertDegreev3(calv3-milli) # Different

order of variables because of mechanical

placement

↪→

↪→

468 return theta
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